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Governor Hassan Continues "Innovate NH" Tour with Visit to PillPack

Governor Hassan (center) with PillPack Co-Founders TJ Parker (left) and Elliot Cohen (right) during a visit to
PillPack’s Manchester facility.
MANCHESTER – Continuing her “Innovate NH” Tour to highlight and support innovative businesses that are
creating good jobs and strengthening New Hampshire’s economy, Governor Maggie Hassan today visited
PillPack, a full-service pharmacy that is simplifying medication management for patients across the country.
“Through its innovative way of simplifying the management of medications for patients across the country,
PillPack is making a difference in people’s lives while creating good jobs that expand middle class
opportunity and strengthening our economy,” Governor Hassan said. “PillPack also serves as an example
for responsibility with prescription drugs, offering a service that simplifies the process for patients living
with chronic pain or illness. I am proud to celebrate PillPack as one of the many innovative businesses that
have positioned New Hampshire as a leader in the innovative economy of the 21st century, and I look
forward to their continued growth and success in the Granite State.”
“It was an honor to host Governor Maggie Hassan at our pharmacy in Manchester today,” PillPack Co-Founder TJ
Parker said. “Her commitment to supporting growing companies in New Hampshire and her focus on improving
the lives of patients through innovative ideas was evident throughout our conversation. We are more excited
than ever to continue to grow our business in New Hampshire.”
PillPack was founded in 2013 to make managing medications simpler and easier for patients living with chronic
conditions, providing personalized rolls of pre-sorted medication and delivering it directly to patients. The
Manchester office currently employs over 160 employees and is planning to expand later this year. For more
information, visit www.pillpack.com/.
The Governor’s “Innovate NH” tour includes visits to innovative businesses across New Hampshire and
conversations with local leaders, workers and citizens as part of her efforts to reach out to Granite Staters for
their input on building a stronger, more innovative New Hampshire.
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